
Dear Comrade and friends, 

  

First of all I extend my gratitude for inviting me this African and Arab regional E seminar titled 

"KIM IL SUNG THE PEERLESS GREAT MAN" 

Which is being organized on the Solemn occasion of the 28th anniversary of his demise. 

 

28th years have passed since the great leader Comrade KIM IL SUNG left his people whom he 

had so loved .But his greatness and undying expolits live in the hearts and minds of the Korean 

people and world progressive people and will shine for all ages along with the history of socialist 

korea. 

 

The world progressive people reverence for the great generals of Mt paektu who performed 

immortal exploits on behalf of the country and the nation, the times and humankind is growing 

deeper. 

 

President KIM IL SUNG who had set out the road of revolution in his teens , established the 

Juche idea and songun idea and applied them to the revolution and construction, opening up the 

way of national resurrection and safeguarding the dignity and sovereignty of socialist korea. 

 

President KIM IL SUNG who devoted his all life to the humankind , justice and emancipation. 

He made great achievements for global peace and the cause of independence and Comrade KIM 

JONG IL who led the Korean people after the demise President KIM IL SUNG made great 

efforts for the building of prosperous powerful nation by brilliantly carried forward the cause of 

President. 

 

President KIM IL SUNG was the benevolent father of the people who regarded the  

"The people are my God".idea as his lifelong motto and devoted his all to their happiness sharing 

sweets and bitters with them .The revolutionary idea and great achievements of President KIM 

IL SUNG will shine forever in the history of KIM IL SUNG'S nation and Comrade KIM JONG 

IL who regarded President   

KIM IL SUNG's idea "The people are my God," 

as his motto and administered the president politics for the people when the founder of socialist 

korea was passed away. 

 

 

President KIM IL SUNG made an undying contribution to the independence cause of humankind 

by establishing the Juche idea and sincerely helped African countries in their struggle for 

national liberation and building of a new society and that Comrade KIM JONG IL 

also had paid close attention to the development of friendly relationship between African 

countries and the DPRK. 

 

President KIM IL SUNG helped the people in colonies to free themselves from idea of 

worshipping and towing America and realizing that they should fight to drive the invaders out of 

their countries shattering the might of America's "invincibility." 

 



President KIM IL SUNG tendered material and moral assistance to the oppressed people in their 

struggle to win back independence and build a new society , made a tangible contribution to 

realizing the cause of independence for mankind. 

 

We hope that the Korean people will accomplish the revolutionary cause of Juche under the wise 

leadership of respected leader Comrade KIM JONG UN. 

 

Victory and glory are in store for the Korean people as they are guided by Comrade 

KIM JONG UN , new miraculous achievements have been made in building of a thriving 

socialist nation. under the wise guidance of respected supreme leader Marshal  

KIM JONG UN who embodies the idea and cause of President KIM IL SUNG and Comrade 

KIM JONG IL. In the end I pay my glowing tribute and rich Homage to great leader Comrade 

KIM IL SUNG on his anniversary of demise and pray for his immortality. 

 

Thank you 

 

Javed Ansari, 

President 

Pakistan Korea friendship and solidarity committee  

 

 
 


